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So here's the second issue of Cinepedia, the publication from
our beloved Cinemascope - the Film Apprenticeship program
under the guidance of our respected teacher Mohammad
Shazzad Hossain. The success of our first issue led to doubling
our content for this issue.
Cinemascope is a platform for the students of ULAB. Here on
Cinemascope we learn from ourselves and we teach
ourselves what we know. Here we study films and try to go
in depth to find out aesthetics of the film.
As we love each and everything about film and filmmaking
we've taken several initiatives in order to explore more about
film. We have done several film screenings where we discuss
each film elaborately. We share our experiences along with
many more contents, write-ups, film facts from the students
of ULAB here in our publication, ‘Cinepedia’. We’ve held some
workshops on filmmaking. Also, our production team is
ready to get on the field. Altogether we created a
brotherhood, a platform - an opportunity for ourselves.
We are thankful to the members of the Film Apprenticeship
program who helped us in many ways to make this
publication done. Their dreams and hard work gave us the
opportunity to land on this amazing platform.
I want to thank our CEO Zahid Hasan as well as all the
executives and members of Cinemascope for their time, help
and efforts for this publication.
Special thanks to our Chief Advisor Dr. Jude William R.
Genillo for his support and the faith he keeps on us. I want to
thank our supervisor Mohammad Shazzad Hossain. Without
his help and enormous support this publication won't be in
your hands right now.
Lastly, I apologise if anything went wrong. Hope our dream
project lives long and grow stronger day by day.
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Activities of
A Film Aprenticeship Program of ULAB

1

Cinemascope team with MSJ
Head Dr. Jude William R.
Genillo after the successful
event entitled Film Screening
on Brillante Mendoza

1

2

Cinemascope members after
the two day Cinematography
Workshop by Saddat Hossain

2

3

Discussion session by Prof. Dr.
Salilmullah Khan on Iranian
films by directors Jafar Panahi
and Majid Majidi entitled With
the Way of Jafar Panahi and
Majid Majidi

3

4

Cinemascope Members at the
screening of Studying Ritwik
Ghatak

4
Follow us on Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/CinemascopeULAB

3
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Have you ever thought to
enjoy a cinema in a cinema
hall with your family 5 years
ago? Haven’t you heard that
20 years ago there was only
one way of recreation in our
country and that was
watching cinemas in cinema
halls? There was a time when
people went for cinema halls
for spending their leisure
time with families. It was a
great sight of entertainment
but the plot has changed a
few years back.
Mrs. Bely, an elderly resident
of Uttara, can still remember
her experiences with Bangla
cinemas. She, along with her
family, went to the cinema
halls every month. “I still
remember the golden
cinemas we watched
during that time. But
after a certain period,
going to cinema halls
weren’t seen as any
decent entertainment,”
she says.
At a time Bangladeshi
cinema industry was
mostly popular.
Classy cinemas
had been
produced
for general
people.
People

The expedition of

Faria Chaity

along with family members
went for cinemas. But all off
a sudden Bangladeshi cinema
industry has been crushed.
Like Mrs. Bely, thousands of
Bangla cinema lovers, have
stopped going to cinemas due
to the deterioration of quality
and content of Bangla
cinema over the years. Mr.
Abdur Razzaque, a
government employee living
in Khilkhet is one of them.
He is still a big fan of Razzak
and Kobori. “I usually went to
the cinema halls to see
Razzak and Kobori. I didn’t
miss any film in which they
acted together or
individually. I can still feel
the excitement whenever I
see them in big screen.
Despite having a lot of
potential, suddenly our
industry just broken down,”
he says with sorrow.
All kinds of cinema related
persons are demanding the
attention of government. All
are thinking that if the
government pays proper
attention, this industry can
prosper immensely.
Last 15 years is known as the
transition period of Bangla
cinema industry.
People can barely
indicate any
good
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cinema in this period. All the
cinemas were produced under
very low budget and for this
reason the quality was
compromised. Frequently
repeated scripts, same artists,
same plots and most
importantly, continuous
copying from Bollywood movies
severely affected our film
industry. After a certain period,
cinemas started to lose their
decency. The fact that cinemas
started to include vulgarity was
indeed a very shameful fact for
this industry which was
previously known for the
number of audiences in halls.
After that many cinema halls
closed down one after another.
A remarkable number of
cinema halls had to be totally
closed down because of not
getting a good number of
audiences. Some halls became so
desperate that they started to
show ‘cut pieces’ from some
‘blue films’ of cheap vulgar
Bangla films.
The present government has
declared Bangla cinema sector
as an industry and has also
declared 3rd April as National
Film Day. At the time of

declaration, Misha
Showdagor, the then
Secretary of Film Artist
Association, wanted to know
“but the question remains
that to what extent the
declaration would help this
sector?” However, the good
news for the industry is that
vulgarity and violence has
been noticeably controlled
over last few years.
‘Monpura’ a Bangla cinema
by Gias Uddin Selim was
released in 2009. This
cinema partially changed the
thought for cinemas during
that time. People along with
their family members again
started to go to the theatres
because of this cinema. It has
brought a noticeable change.
Afterwards, ‘Third person
singular number’ by Mustafa
Sarwar Farooki has been
released. It was also good
cinema to watch by going to
the halls. The number of hall
going audiences showed the
popularity of these two
movies. But after that, again
Bangla cinema industry
remained silent. In the mean
time, Sakib Khan−the most

5

popular hero of Bangla
cinema took the position of
a leader. His performances
provided water to cinema
makers and also audiences.
For 7-8 years, he alone
played the role of a savior.
Later on, Bangla cinema
industry again began to
show its color. At that time,
particular one or two
cinemas did not take the
achievements. Instead, a
few cinemas were
noticeable. A lot of Bangla
cinema makers have been
raised up in this period. But
the concern of the
government regarding
Bangla cinema is still not
that much appreciable. If
our government pays
proper attention on this
industry, the cinema
makers can do something
better. Last but not the
least, general people should
also step forward to save
and enlighten this industry
again. They have to be
aware and helpful in
stopping piracy in any form
and have to go to cinema
halls for watching cinemas.

6
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Georges
Melies
and His Creation

Marie-Georges-Jean Méliès
was a French illusionist and a
famous filmmaker. He was
born on the 8th December
1861 in Paris.
Georges Méliès attended the
Lycée Michelet from age seven
until it was bombed during the
Franco-Prussian War and
then he was sent to the
prestigious Lycée
Louis-le-Grand. In his
memoirs, Méliès emphasizes
his formal, classical education,
as opposed to accusations early
in his career that most
filmmakers had been
“illiterates incapable of
producing anything artistic.”
However, he acknowledged
that his creative instincts
usually outweighed
intellectual ones: “the artistic
passion was too strong for
him, and while he would
ponder a French composition
or Latin verse, his pen
mechanically sketched
portraits or caricatures of his
professors or classmates.”
Méliès graduated from the
Lycée with a baccalauréat in
1880.
He first saw the new "moving
pictures" in 1895. Little over a
year later, Méliès was filming
and projecting his own
creations. By accident, he
discovered that he could use
stop-motion photography to
render trick visual effects.
Méliès was also the first to use
techniques such as the fade-in,

the fade-out, and the dissolve
to create the first real
narrative films. On 28
December, 1895 Méliès was
present at the first public
screening of the Lumière
brothers' films at the Grand
Café in Paris. Méliès
immediately offered the
Lumière brothers 10,000
francs for one of their
cameras, which they refused
as they had refused much
larger offers from the Grévin
Wax Museum and Folies
Bergère.
Melies made over 500 films,
but his most famous one is-’Le
Voyage dans la Lune’ (1902) (A
Trip to the Moon). Still,
Méliès, trained in classic
eighteenth century theater,
conceived all of his films in
terms of fully played-out
scenes. Unable to keep up
with the changing industry,
the end of his life was
wrought with poverty, yet his
films would be monumental
stepping stones for great
auteur such as D.W. Griffith.
In 1900 Méliès had made 33
films, including the 13 minute
‘Joan of Arc’, starring Bleuette
Bernon in the title role. He
also made ‘The One-Man
Band’ in which Méliès
continued to fine tune his
special effects by multiplying
himself on camera to create a
seven piece one man band.
Another notable film was ‘The
Christmas Dream’. In 1901

Méliès
continued
producing
successful
films and was
at the peak of
his popularity. His
films that year
included ‘The Brahmin and
the Butterfly’.
By late 1937 Méliès had
become very ill and Langlois
arranged for him to be
admitted to the Léopold Bellan
Hospital in Paris. Langlois had
become close to him and he
and Franju visited him shortly
before his death. When they
arrived, Méliès showed them
one of his last drawings of a
champagne bottle with the
cork popped and bubbling
over. He then told them:
“Laugh, my friends. Laugh
with me, laugh for me,
because I dream your dreams”.
Méliès died of cancer on 21
January 1938 — just hours
after the passing of Émile
Cohl, another great French
film pioneer — and was buried
in the Père Lachaise
Cemetery.

Ayesha Khanom
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Objectification

11

in South Asian Movies
Priyanka Chopra slowly emerging in a
two piece from the ocean might be a
treat to watch for some boys but it is
enraging for the majority of us girls.
Why? Jealousy? No! Well… maybe a
teensy bit since she does have a fab
figure but mainly it is because we
feel like the entire movie business
is now struck in a vicious circle.
A circle where all that has been
left for girls to do is to wear
provocative dresses, move
their hips in item songs, and
sit around always waiting for
the hero to save the day. I
know this has been the
classic scenario since the
eighties but with both the
world and the movie
business modernizing, we
thought things will become
better. But somehow now
they are worse. And now, our
Dhallywood also takes part in
this circle. We see our girls
being the eye-candies while
our heroes are out kicking
butts. Granted, there are a few
exceptions along the way, say,
a movie like Agni, starring the
gorgeous Mahi doesn’t just
portray girls as helpless
daisies. Or, the Kangna
Ranaut starrer Queen gives
us another example of a
woman-centric film.
Movies like that are a
breath of fresh air but
there are fewer of them
than there is hair on
Homer Simpson’s
head. And while on
the subject of
objectification, it will
be unfair to say that

only women are constantly getting
portrayed as sex symbols. The men are
also falling victims to this trend. A
shirtless well-built body may look
good on-screen but most of the time
it has nothing to do with the plot
and simply just doesn’t make
sense. I am not trying to be a
wet blanket on the fantasies of
thousands of girls and boys
out there who enjoy this
‘openness’. I can live with a
fair amount of skin
showing as long as it
contributes to the story. I
am not willing to accept
a movie that pretends
to be very serious and
deep but then has a
randomly thrown item
song in it, which has
absolutely nothing to do
with the concept of the
film. Talking strictly as
a movie goer, I want
to see movies that
are well-written,
where both
men and
women are
portrayed
realistically. And
since change is taking
place, although slow and
subtle, I look forward to the
day where no gender is
being pushed into a slot of
being merely objects of
fantasy in a movie.

Mehek Chowdhury
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A day without laughter
is a day wasted.
charlie chaplin

13

facebook corner
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For the movie Thor, an entire town
was constructed in Galisteo, New
Mexico, to serve as a fictional
location for the film.

S

In the movie Transformers: Dark of The Moon, 532 cars
were destroyed. They were actually given away
by the insurance company, with no charge as all of them
were flood-damaged.

Having Han Solo frozen in
carbonite was due to the fact that
they were not sure that Harrison
Ford would return for a third film.
When the original Star Wars:
Episode IV-A New Hope was made,
Carrie Fisher and Mark Hamill
signed for three picture deal but
Harrison Ford refused.
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According to actor Liam Neeson's account, temperatures
were as low as -40C in smithers (British Colombia) where
The Grey was shot. The snow storms/scenes were actual
prevailing weather conditions and not a cinematic illusion
produced with CGI trickery. The cast wore thermals under
their costumes for additional protecton.

The movie Avatar is only 40% live action and 60% CGI.
James Cameron originally planned to have the film
completed for release in 1999. At that time, the special effects
he wanted increased the budget to $400 million. No studio
would fund the film, and it was shelved for eight years.

Rockstar was shot in reverse, with
the climax being shot first. Reason:
The film makers did not want to
mess Ranbir Kapoor’s hairstyle.
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In Terminator 2 - judgment day,
Arnold Schwarzenegger received a
salary of $15 million: the 700 words
he spoke translates to $21,429 per
word. "Hasta la vista, Baby" thus
cost $85,716
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The Shawshank Redemption: The role of Tommy
Williams was intended for Brad pitt.

No effect or prosthetics were
created for Stu's missing tooth in
The Hangover. Actor Ed Helms
never had an adult incisor grow,
and his fake incisor was taken out
for the parts of filming where Stu's
tooth is missing.
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To make himself look like an average out of shape middle aged
man for Cast Away Tom Hanks didn't exercise and allowed
himself to grow pudgy. Production was then halted for a year
so he could lose fifty pounds and grow out his hair for his time
spent on the deserted island. During this hiatus, Robert
Zemeckis used the same crew to film "What Lies Beneath".

Kaho Naa... Pyar Hai was added to the Guinness Book of
World Records 2002 edition for winning the most number
of awards for a movie. The movie won a total of 92 awards!

In the movie Captain America
Sebastian Stan was considered for
the role of Captain America, but got
the role of Bucky instead. Chris
Evans was cast for the lead role.

DIRECTORS’ QUOTE
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Akira Kurosawa
JAPAN

“

Man is a genius when he
is dreaming.

INDIA

“

All I need to make a
comedy is a park, a
policeman and a pretty
girl.

”

“

Frank Capra

“

ITALY

A hunch is creativity
trying to tell you
something.

“

I've lost all my money on
these films. They are not
commercial. But I'm glad to
lose it this way.

”

” “

“

Cinema is a matter of what’s
in the frame and what’s out.

”

Quentin Tarantino

” “

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

“

If my film makes one
more person miserable,
I’ve done my job.

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Orson Welles

”

”

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Martin Scorsese

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

Vittorio De Sica
ITALY

I think that sometimes
only comedians can
reach the peaks of
tragedy.

Cinema should make you
forget you are sitting in a
theater.

Woody Allen

Roberto Benigni
ITALY

FRANCE

” “

There's always some room
for improvisation.

Charlie Chaplin
UNITED KINGDOM

Roman Polanski

Satyajit Ray

” “

18

Create your own visual
style... let it be unique for
yourself and yet identifiable
for others.

” “

If a million people see my
movie, I hope they see a
million different movies.

”

James Cameron
CANADA

I imagined myself being a
filmmaker, but never a
director, if that makes any
sense at all.

”
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When we do watch any Bangla
movie and fortunately or
unfortunately found any
similarity we just say, oh that’s
just a copied version of a
Bollywood movie! But have
you ever thought from where
the Bollywood movie story
came? Do Google and I can
assure you, about the freaking
surprise. Not only the movie
but also movie poster and songs
are being copied from different
sources. So before point or look
up in Bangladeshi movie
industry, think twice that what
you are grasping. Just because
you are not a regular viewer of
Hollywood movie, you never
know your favorite Hindi
movie might also be a copied
version of a Hollywood one.
Bollywood industry serves to
entertain the 2nd largest
population of the world. Now
here comes a big issue about
credibility. People would like to

23

Being inspired or

doing plagiarism?
Shanjida Hoque

believe that their production
is unique. But sorry to say if
you think so you are doing a
mistake.
Basically, plagiarism is all
about “wonderful
appropriation” and “stealing
and publication” of another
authors ideas, thoughts,
expression or language. And
“being inspired” is about
developing your own concept
with the aid of another idea.
In such a case you can’t do

copy. There is a huge
difference between being
inspired by a work and
plagiarizing it. Unfortunately, I
have to say that Bollywood film
industry doesn’t seem very
ashamed to cross the fine line
between being inspired and
doing plagiarism. That doesn’t
mean all of them are not
original. But the number of so
called “inspired” movie is larger
than the number of unique
movies.

24
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However here is a list of Bollywood movies “inspired” by Hollywood though they seem to be plagiarised.

Dhoom
The Fast and the Furious & Ocean's Eleven

Mohabbatein
Dead Poets Society

Jism
Body Heat

Koi Mil Gaya
E.T. the Extra-Terrestrial

Kucch To Hai

Singh Is Kinng
Miracles

Shaurya
A Few Good Men

God Tussi Great Ho
Bruce Almighty

Dostana
I Now Pronounce You Chuck & Larry

Kaante

I Know What You Did Last Summer

Reservoir Dogs

Black

Salaam-e-Ishq

The Miracle Worker

Rang De Basanti
All My Sons

Garam Masala

Love Actually

Life In A Metro
The Apartment

Partner

Boeing Boeing

Hitch

Heyy Babyy

Baazigar

Three Men and a Baby

Bunty Aur Babli
Bonnie & Clyde

Maine Pyar Kyun Kiya?
Cactus Flower

Race
Goodbye Lover

U Me Aur Hum
The Notebook & A Moment To Remember

A Kiss Before Dying

Main Khiladi Tu Anari
The Hard Way

Akele Hum Akele Tum
Kramer vs. Kramer

Hum Tum
When Harry Met Sally

Munnabhai MBBS
Patch Adams
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Film Review

Ananta Gourab
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17 years old Rohan gets himself
expelled from a reputed boarding
school along with his three
friends Vikram,Benoy and
Muninder when they are caught
watching an adult movie
off-campus. He returns home to
Jamshedpur where a stern father
and a 6 year old half-brother
awaited him. Rohan didn't even
know about his step brother until
he arrived home. As a
punishment, he is forced to attend
engineering classes at the local
university and to work at his
father's metal works factory
simultaneously. His kind uncle
supports his ambition of being a
writer, but his father doesn’t want
to have anything like that in the
house. One night he sneaks out of
the house, takes his father's car
and goes to a local bar. There he
meets some seniors from his
college who tries to bully him and
later become his friends. Rohan
gets used to the rush of it. It’s the
only time he can break free from
his father’s restricted prison. In
the meantime, he fails the
engineering exam and his little
brother Arjun gets hospitalized.
His father goes to Calcutta while
he takes care of Arjun in the
hospital. He tells a fantasy story
to his little brother to make him
feel good. In here we see that he is
a natural storyteller with a rare
skill of impressing many people
through his stories. He slowly
finds out that Arjun, his little
step-brother was beaten by his
father after losing a contract
worth millions of rupees. Then
his father comes back from
Calcutta and finds out Rohan has
failed the exams. He has a fight
with his father at night and next
day his father apologises to
Continued on
PAGE 32
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icons’ idol

inematographers’

choice

If cinematography is your passion then these
movies can literally teach you everything you need
to know about cinematography.
The word cinematography literally means ‘to
record movements’. A director relies on their
cinematographer to manipulate the mood and
implication of a shot.

The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari (1920)
What it can teach you about: Lighting
The Cabinet of Dr. Caligari is shot with low levels of
lighting for a very simple reason: playing with lighting can
make some very interesting shadows. The film’s
cinematography may be extreme, but it’s a perfect
example of how darkness and shadow can emphasize evil,
and how light can emphasize good.

The Bicycle Thieves (1948)
What it can teach you about: Focus, Camera Movement
Cinematographer Carlo Montuori used a deep focus to
capture the surroundings, making sure that everything
was in focus. Frequently we’re presented with stunning
photography, but we’re never able to escape from Rome’s
squalor and poverty – much the same as the central
characters.

The Searchers (1956)
What it can teach you about: Aspect Ratio, Colour
John Ford and his cinematographer Winton C. Hoch
pushed the envelope further by filming in a high-res
widescreen format known as VistaVision. The Searchers
is BIG, and should be viewed in a cinema whenever
possible.

Barry Lyndon (1975)
What it can teach you about: Lighting, Effect of Lenses
Stanley Kubrick was so determined to film certain scenes
of Barry Lyndon using natural light, that he went to the
length of using camera lenses that had been developed by
NASA. Most famously, this allowed Kubrick to film indoor
night scenes using only candlelight. When he did deploy
electric light, cinematographer John Alcott went to great
lengths to make sure that the lighting looked as natural as
possible by using filters. Using natural light (or natural
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looking light) is a great way of making a film look realistic,
but Kubrick and Alcott’s extreme lengths created a
particularly please aesthetic that replicated eighteenth
century paintings.

Hard Boiled (1992)
What it can teach you about: Length of Shot, Camera
Movement
Long takes are traditionally used for unintrusive and
natural-feeling scenes. John Woo used the long take to
capture devastating effect in the action bonanza Hard
Boiled. Modern action films often heavily edit and shake
up the action to create a false sense of adrenaline.
Cinematographer Wang Wing-Heng does exactly the
opposite here. By using a long, uninterrupted three
minute take during the final siege, he enhanced the peri
by impressing the critics with just how REAL the chaos
looked. Pyrotechnics fly, actors get clobbered, and the
audience watches wide-eyed at the action packed
brilliance of it all.

Pulp Fiction (1994)
What it can teach you about: Camera Positioning
Pulp Fiction is told from the point of view of a variety of
different characters, using a non-linear narrative (in
other words, everything is out of sequence). In order for
this to make any sense at all to an audience, Quentin
Tarantino tells the story using classic filming conventions.
All scenes are filmed with one camera, and most shots are
medium or close – never letting us too far away from the
characters that ground the story.
We also regularly see point of view camera angles;
especially during dialogue scenes, where we see the
conversation played out using the classic
shot-reverse-shot technique that switches the point of
view between characters. As a result, in a complicated
story we’re always firmly connected to the characters’
narrative.

Saving Private Ryan (1998)
What it can teach you about: Color, Camera Movement
Blood red is a horrible color. If it’s splashed about too
freely on screen, it can inadvertently turn a picture into a
video nasty. Saving Private Ryan certainly had a lot blood,
however, all of the colors were deliberately desaturated,
reducing the brightness and adding a blue tint to the
picture. The effect made the gore more palatable, while at
the same time giving the film the look of an old newsreel
(which was entirely appropriate for a film set during
World War II).
The action sequences were filmed with a handheld
camera, giving the audience a sense that they too were
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ducking for cover during the gunfire. The
beach-landing “stuttery” effects were created by
skipping frames. This heightened the sense of trauma
and confusion, and really helped to convey a sense of
adrenaline to the audience.

Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless Mind (2004)
What it can teach you about: Camera Movement
In the wrong hands, Eternal Sunshine of the Spotless
Mind could have been a computer generated special
effects bonanza. Instead, Michel Gondry thought small,
and used trap doors and quick costume changes to
illustrate Joel’s oscillating subconscious.
More than this, he captured the narrative using a
handheld camera and made an obviously unreal
experience feel like a reality based documentary. Why?
As fantastical or distorted as they may be, our
memories and our imaginations feel real to us. As a
result, many of us not only found Gondry’s film
realistic, we also found it nostalgic.

The Bourne Supremacy (2004)
What it can teach you about: Camera Movement, Editing
The Bourne Supremacy’s cinematography really tied
audiences and film critics in knots. Many loved it, many
hated it. Either way, it was enormously influential on
films like The Dark Knight and Quantum of Solace. The
Bourne Supremacy was so different because
conventional film wisdom would say that you would
pan or zoom to set the scene, then after the camera had
stopped moving you’d then see an edit that takes you to
the next shot.

Film Review: Udaan

Continued from PAGE 27

him saying he is going to marry
again and will send Arjun to a
boarding school. His father also
fights with Rohan’s uncle when
his childless uncle desires to
keep Arjun with him. Out of
anger, his father burns his diary
where he wrote all his poems.
He calls his friend Muninder
who tells him that he, Vikram
and Benoy are now working at
Vikram's restaurant in Mumbai.
Also, Muninder invites him to
join them. One day Rohan takes

all his frustration on his
father's car and some
policemen happen to see him
in the act. He spends a night in
prison after his father knows
about the car and leaves him
there. When he goes home, he
finds his to-be stepmother and
her relatives there. He takes a
bath, packs his stuffs and
leaves home. He gets into an
argument with his father.
Suddenly, when his father
tries to beat him, he punches

his father and runs away. He
spends the night in his uncle's
house and the next morning
goes to his home and takes
Arjun with him to go to
Mumbai leaving a note
behind warning his father to
stay away from them. The
movie ends with Rohan and
Arjun walking away holding
hands. It shows courage and
free spirit. The movie tells us
to fight with every obstacle in
life with chin up.

